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The One-Life Solution: The
Boundaries Way To Integrating Work
And Life

Dr. Henry Cloud, author of the bestselling Boundaries series, is a clinical psychologist known for his
remarkable ability to clarify life's most complex dilemmas. Now, in The One-Life Solution, he turns
his attention to what for many Americans is one of the most difficult problems they face: in an era of
ceaseless communication, when jobs don't stop when you leave the office, and ever-increasing
complexity, how can readers integrate life and work so as to achieve happiness and success at
both? With the straightforward tools Dr. Cloud provides, even the most harried professional torn
between demanding bosses, coworkers, and clients and the pressures of family and personal life
will be able to implement The One-Life Solution to find success and happiness.
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In an age when self-help, self-improvement books line shelves and racks of every bookstore, it's
difficult to find a book that stands out. This one does. Author Henry Cloud offers a perspective that
applies to many situations I have observed, many I have been a party to.How often have you
watched interactions slide into disaster because someone, a boss, a spouse, a sibling, failed to
define limits and then stick to those limits? How often have people crossed your personal limits
without knowing they were? Could the disaster have been eliminated before it destroyed a
relationship? Can you actually improve your life by clearly setting limits in your relationships? Those
are the sticky wickets Dr. Henry Cloud tackles in "The One-Life Solution."For me, the whole book
was a thought-provoking review - of people and situations I have observed, of situations in my own

life I could have prevented or handled more effectively. I thought of friends who won't set limits for
their children - and what a disagreeable experience it is to be around those children. I thought of
times I allowed people to go beyond my personal boundaries because I was trying too hard to
please. I thought of the times when work was routinely a 24-hour-a-day ordeal, and how I could
have managed the demands placed on me more effectively. I decided what I would do in the future
to avoid or mitigate such situations.Author Cloud will show you how to set limits effectively and
actually improve situations that may now be causing you significant discomfort. He focuses primarily
on work relationships, but the problems and solutions he presents fit many human interactions.

From spirituality to professional advancement to martial arts, the development of balance is the
lynchpin to achievement and success. As creatures of mind, body, and spirit, we thrive only when
we remain attentive to the fundamental equilibrium within our being. As a career services
professional, I often encounter those who gauge success or advancement solely by monetary
concerns or by the illusions of power. While these may be effective motivators for a time, eventually,
when individuals find themselves in situations (whether in their jobs, relationships or other areas of
life) contrary to their nature, the imbalance inevitably leads to a downward spiral that can result in
unhappiness, frustration, and extreme cases, even catastrophe.Dr. Henry Cloud, the author if the
bestselling INTEGRITY, offers an erudite, yet simply and directly written book concerning the
importance of maintaining boundries as a means to maintaining that essential balance among
competing demands in our life. He begins with the concept of boundaries in establishing individual
differentiation, containing destruction, defining oneself, setting limits, owning and living our values,
and developing self control to become and remain free and autonomous.Chapter Five, in which Dr.
Cloud challenges us to conduct a self-audit so that we can realistically determine our strengths and
weaknesses, is particularly valuable, and serves as an essential blueprint by which we develop our
holistic understanding of ourselves.Building boundaries on the job takes general principles and
applies them to the specifics of career and professional challenges. Dr.
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